PROPOSED
1. CURB EXTENSIONS TO BE PAINTED
   MATERIALS: 4" WHITE LINES 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE.
   BEIGE PAINT SEALMASTER COLORPAVE HD 500.

2. BIKE TURN BOX
   MATERIALS: GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING.
   MUTCD COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.

3. SUPER SHARROWS 4" WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES, @ 2' APART, GREEN PAINT 5' WIDE.
   MATERIALS: GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING.
   WHITE LINES 4" 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE.
   MUTCD COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.

4. 36" POLYETHYLENE BICYCLE DELINEATOR POST (GLUE-DOWN) SPACED 5'-6" ON CENTER.

EXISTING
5. SIDEWALK TO BE PAINTED (PHASE II).

6. PROJECT SIGNAGE AFFIXED TO STOP SIGN
   MATERIAL: PVC

7. CROSSBIKE MARKINGS 4" WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES,
   @ 2' APART, 5' WIDE.
   MATERIALS: WHITE LINE 4" 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE.
   MUTCD COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.
KEY WEST, FL
STAPLES AVE & 3RD ST (PHASE I)
SCALE 1:10

EXISTING
3 STOP SIGN
4 STOP BARS TRACED

PROPOSED
1 GRID BIKE RACKS (PROVIDED BY THE CITY)
2 GREEN-BACKED SUPER SHARROWS
   MATERIALS: WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES, @ 2'
   APART, 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE 4'
   GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING MUTCD
   COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM
   SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.

3 PROJECT SIGNAGE AFFIXED TO STOP SIGN
   MATERIAL: PVC

NOTES
- STOP SIGN
- GRID BIKE RACKS
- GREEN-BACKED SUPER SHARROWS
- MATERIALS: WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES, @ 2'
  APART, 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE 4'
  GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING MUTCD
  COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM
  SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.

S3
PROPOSED

1. CURB EXTENSIONS TO BE PAINTED
   MATERIALS: 4" WHITE LINES 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE. BEIGE PAINT SEALMASTER COLORPAVE HD 500.

2. 36" POLYETHYLENE BICYCLE DELINEATOR POST (GLUE-DOWN) SPACED 5'-6" ON CENTER.

3. PROJECT SIGNAGE  AFFIXED TO STOP SIGN
   MATERIAL: PVC

4. MUTCD W11-1 SIGNAGE  AFFIXED TO STOP SIGN
   MATERIAL: PVC

EXISTING

5. GREEN-BACKED SUPER SHARROWS
   MATERIALS: WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES, @ 2' APART. 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE 4'.
   GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING.

6. ZICLA ZEBRA 13 SEPARATORS (BOLTED), SPACED 4' ON CENTER.

7. STOP SIGN

8. STOP BARS TRACED

9. SLOW CHILDREN PLAYING

SLOW CHILDREN PLAYING
STAPLES AVE & 7TH ST (PHASE I)

PROPOSED

1. CROSSBIKE: 2' X 4' GREEN STRIPES, @ 3' APART WITH 4' WHITE LINE ON BOTH EDGES, MATERIALS: GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING, WHITE LINE 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE 4'.

2. PROJECT SIGNAGE: AFFIXED TO STOP SIGN MATERIAL: PVC

3. GREEN-BACKED SUPER SHARROWS MATERIALS: WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES, @ 2' APART, 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE 4', GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING.

EXISTING

4. STOP SIGN

5. STOP BARS TRACED
KEY WEST, FL
SEIDENBERG AVE & 12TH ST
(PHASE I)
SCALE 1:10

PROPOSED
1. CROSSBIKE: 2' x 4' GREEN STRIPES, @ 3' APART WITH 4' WHITE LINE ON BOTH EDGES.
   MATERIALS: GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING, WHITE LINE 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE 4'.
2. MATERIALS: GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING, WHITE LINE 4' 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE, MUTCD COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.
3. BIKE LANE MARKINGS 2' X 7' SPACED AT 5' ON CENTER
   MATERIALS: GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING, WHITE LINE 4' 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE.

EXISTING
8. STOP SIGN

NOTES
- SHARED LANE MARKINGS
  MATERIALS: MUTCD COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.
- PROJECT SIGNAGE
  MATERIAL: PVC
- 36" POLYETHYLENE BICYCLE DELINEATOR POST (GLUE-DOWN) SPACED 4' ON CENTER.
- GREEN-BACKED SUPER SHARROWS
  MATERIALS: WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES, @ 2' APART, 4' 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE.
  GREEN PAINT SEALMASTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING.
PROPOSED

PROJECT SIGNAGE

MATERIAL: PVC

GREEN-BACKED SUPER SHARROWS 4" WHITE STRIPES 2' LONG LINES, @ 2' APART

MATERIALS: GREEN PAINT SEALMISTER SAFERIDE BICYCLE LANE COATING, WHITE LINE 4" 3M STAMARK PAVEMENT MARKING TAPE, MUTCD COMPLIANT STENCILS, WHITE RUSTOLEUM SPRAY TRAFFIC PAINT.